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the game begins with a briefing. you can take control of all the commands for which the mission is being assigned - for example, commander, sniper, diver, driver, and miner. these 6 commands are the ones that you can choose at any given time. in the briefing, you will learn about
the mission and how to carry it out. you will get a map of the mission area, the next mission location, and information about the objectives you must complete. as soon as you start a mission, you will see that you are in the commando team, and you can take control of one of these 6

commandos. each soldier has a full arsenal of weapons at his disposal. also, your teammates will help you with the mission, and the team is divided into the three sections: the commandos in the lead, the backup and the support, and if one of your team members falls, he is no
longer part of the team. the game is not difficult - the missions require skill, but you can easily complete the game even with the basic characters. commandos: behind enemy lines is a world war ii real time strategy game. the game is set in world war ii, and you will take control of a

group of six different soldiers who will have to complete a series of missions. there are a total of twenty missions, and each mission has a specific set of objectives, and it is up to you to complete them by any means necessary. the game will present the map of the mission area at
the beginning of the game, and you will be able to see the next mission location, the map of the current mission, and the objective you have to complete, and you will have the option to complete it by yourself, or by taking the help of your teammates. each mission can be completed

by any of the soldiers in the team, and depending on the type of soldier you are playing, you will have different capabilities to complete the mission, but you will still have to be careful. the main goal of the game is to complete all the missions, and once you have completed it, you
will be able to download a save game, and continue the game as a different character.
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the most treacherous fight against the enemy has started. set in the wartime of world war ii, commando is a real-time tactical game of
challenges. your mission is to lead a squad of commandos and storm a nazi base to steal the high-value secret documents. if you manage to

achieve this objective, you may face an attack by panzer tanks. your mission is to find the weakest point in the base and blow it open to
destroy enemy forces. features:* real-time combat that stresses strategy & tactics over firepower.* 20 totally different missions that take

place in north africa and europe.* extremely advanced ai system that controls over 40 enemy vehicles and troops.* 6 commandos, each with
a unique combat ability that pilot boats, planes and ground vehicles.* 25 accurately modeled weapons and explosives from that era.*

graphical engine features special shadow & light effects and 360 sprite rotation.* zoomable isometric camera that allows up to 6
simultaneous active cameras.* multiplayer on internet, lan, and mplayer. commandos: behind enemy lines free is free to play, meaning you

can download the game for free and play it as long as you want. in addition to a free trial version, commandos: behind enemy lines also
includes the paid version, which includes the full feature set. the game is compatible with windows xp, windows vista, windows 7 and

windows 8. the game does not work on linux, mac os x, or other non-windows operating systems. commandos: behind enemy lines takes
place in the second world war, and you control a team of commandos in order to carry out a variety of missions. each member of your

commando squad has their own skills, which you will have to use to avoid guards and eliminate the enemy. you'll need to master the unique
abilities of each member of your six-soldier team in order to achieve your objectives. killing guards is tempting but almost never the best

choice if you're discovered your mission will be blown. 5ec8ef588b
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